Making use ofblock information in Web IR and Data Mining tasks calls for a good understanding of the function of each block. Existing works on classifying block functions andjudging block importance have not made full use of the image factor, and only simple image features were considered. We regard image as a strong indicator of Web page blocks with various functions and propose to learn block functions using roles of images as part of block features. Blocks are generated from Web page segmentation and roles of images are automatically decided by image classification. We experiment on 140 Web pages and demonstrate that utilizing roles of images can significantly improve the classification quality of learning Web page block functions. We also measure the usefulness of diferent roles of images and evaluate the effect oftwo page segmentation methods.
Introduction
The goal of Web page segmentation algorithms is to break a Web page into a set of "blocks", each of which contains contents with coherent semantics. Block information is quite useful in Web IR and Data Mining tasks, which regard blocks as the basic information units of Web pages and take advantages of the semantic coherence of contents within each block. Making use of block information in this context calls for a good understanding of the function of each block.
Existing works try to understand the functions of Web page blocks either by classifying block functions explicitly [3, 7, 9, 10, 16, 17] or computing block importance values [4, 13] . A variety of factors have been studied, such as: location, size, text, image, HTML tag, hyperlink, etc. Image is the most intuitive representation style and should be a strong indicator of Web block functions. However, the image factor has not been made full use of, as only simple image features have been considered, for example, the number and size of images within each block [13, 16] . We believe that taking into account more image information will result in a better understanding of Web page block functions.
In this paper, we extend previous works on classifying Web page block functions by machine learning and propose to use roles of images as part of block features. We Our basic assumption is that roles of images are representative features for Web page blocks of various functions. Roles of images are automatically decided by image classification. We adopt image categories defined by Maekawa et al. [11] and use their automatic image categorizing method to assign a role for each image in a block. As demonstrated in the experiment, the classification is accurate enough to obtain roles of images which will be used as block features.
Blocks can be automatically generated by Web page segmentation algorithms or manually identified. We prefer the former way for the sake of automation. The performances of Web page segmentation algorithms can affect the results of learning block functions a lot. It is confusing to decide the function of a block which contains contents with different functions. We review literature and use VIPS [2] and the Gestalt-based method [15] for segmentation. Experimental results show that classification results from the Gestalt-based method are better than those from VIPS.
The main contributions of our work include: 1) Using roles of images as block features to improve the results of learning block functions;
2) Measuring the usefulness of different roles of images for representing block functions;
3) Evaluating the influence of different Web page segmentation algorithms on the classification results.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 investigates related work. Section 3 describes the process of learning Web page block functions using roles of images. Section 4 presents the experiment and evaluation of the proposed method. Section 5 draws conclusions and indicates future research directions.
Related Work
We review existing works on image classification and Web page segmentation as well as the problem of identifying Web page block functions itself.
Many researches have focused on the problem of identifying functions for Web page blocks. Fernandes et al. [4] and Song et al. [13] tried to compute importance values for different blocks. Others [3, 7, 9, 10, 16, 17] aim to classifying block functions explicitly.
Two-class scheme are popular in early works [7, 10, 17] . Lin and Ho [10] viewed Web content as either "informative" or "redundant" and developed a system called InfoDiscover to discover "informative" contents from Web pages according to TABLE tags. Gupta et al. [7] classified Web content into "clutter" and "useful and relevant" content, and proposed a DOM-based method to extract the latter from Web pages using heuristics. Yi et al. [17] built a Style Tree for each Web site, based on which noisy information are detected and eliminated.
Other class scheme are also emerging [3, 9, 16] . Chen et al. [3] proposed a function-based model called FOM to identify object functions with their functional properties and categories. Kovacevic et al. [9] developed the M-Tree to recognize common page areas of different functions, including: header, left/right menu, footer, center. Xiao et al. [16] studied on the five-class scheme.
Previous works did not fully explore layout features and some used heuristic rules to infer block functions, making it less general and less flexible. Xiao et al. [16] noticed these limitations and conducted a comparative study to evaluate the influence of several factors on learning block functions, such as features and classifiers. Our work aims to explicitly classifying Web page block functions. We use the five-class scheme and adopt the layout features studied by Xiao et al. [16] Web page segmentation is the preparing step for classifying block functions. It is a challenging task and has been widely studied [1, 2, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 15] . Early researches relied on cues from HTML DOM trees, contents and links. Cai et al. [2] pointed out their limitations and proposed a vision-based algorithm called VIPS, which proved better than previous methods. VIPS also has the limitation of its own, as discussed in one of our previous works [14] . Later, we developed the Gestalt-based page segmentation algorithm [15] which outperforms VIPS. A similar method has been proposed recently by Guo et al. [6] . Here we use VIPS [2] and the Gestalt-based method [15] for page segmentation. As demonstrated in the experiment, their performances can affect the quality of classifying block functions a lot.
Learning Block Functions using Roles of Images
A three-step approach is used to learn the functions of Web page blocks using roles of images: * Step 1: dividing the Web page into a set of nonoverlapping blocks based on Web page segmentation. * Step 2: extracting features and assign a role for each image element belonging to some block in the resulting set of Step 1 by image classification. * Step 3: using roles of images assigned in Step 2 as part of block features and classifying the function for each block in the resulting set of Step 1. This section details the three steps accordingly.
Generating Non-overlapping Block Set
Given a Web page, we first process it by Web page segmentation to partition it into a semantic tree structure, where each node represents a block. Then a simple block selection method is used to construct the nonoverlapping block set, denoted as SB. A block is selected into SB if and only if it is represented by a leaf node or its size is smaller than MSZ, where MSZ is a pre-defined size threshold, which indicates the overall granularity of SB.
Two Web page segmentation algorithms are used: VIPS [2] and the Gestalt-based method [15] . They both try to simulate the visual perceptive process of human, but have two major differences: 1) basic assumptions; 2) cues used to guide the segmentation process. VIPS assumes that human unconsciously divide a Web page into semantic blocks in virtue of visual cues and mainly utilizes visual separators to guide the segmentation process. The Gestalt-based method is based on the four basic laws (proximity, similarity, closure and simplicity) in Gestalt theory and combines pattern analysis with visual separators in the segmentation process.
Notice that the performance of Web page segmentation algorithms can directly affect the results of learning block functions. Since the Gestalt-based method has proved better than VIPS, it is assumed that the classification results for blocks generated by the Gestalt-based method are also better than those of VIPS. [11] accordingly for detailed descriptions on the used features.
Assigning Roles of Images
We have to mention that it is necessary to use all image elements but the useless ones for training, regardless of whether the image element belongs to some block in SB or not. In our data set, there are quite a lot of image elements with IMAGE tag but eliminated either by VIPS or the Gestalt-based method. Most of them can be manually classified as LAYOUTER. Simply eliminating them from the training set may destroy the normal class distribution of samples and lead to poor classification results. This effect has been examined in a pre-experiment which is not included in this paper.
Classifying Block Functions
Finally, the function of each block in the nonoverlapping block set SB is automatically classified based on the assignment on the role for each image belonging to some block in SB. Also two important aspects need to be concerned about: the categorization scheme and the features used to represent blocks.
For the first aspect, we use the five-class scheme same as Xiao et al. [16] 
Effect of Using Roles of Images
We study the effect of using roles of images for learning block functions by comparing classification results of following three cases: * Case 1: Using block features of all six (or five for VIPS) subsets presented in sub-section 3.3, with roles of images assigned by automatic image classification. * Case 2: Using block features of all six (or five for VIPS) subsets, with roles of images assigned by manual image classification. * Case 3: Using block features of all six (or five for VIPS) subsets except for the fifth subset, added with two features: NumImage and ImageSize, which indicate the number and total size of images within a block. Table 4 shows the accuracy of learning block functions in the three cases, with accuracy denoting the percentage of correctly classified blocks. The accuracy of Case 2 is the highest, while that of Case 3 is the lowest. This is in accordance with our expectation, since Case 3 is the only one not using roles of images and Case 2 uses manually assigned roles of images. Table 5 and Table 6 detail the precision and Fmeasure for each block function category in Case 1 and Case 3. For all but the ADVERTISEMENT category, both precision and F-measure increase greatly by using roles of images in Case 1 instead of using little image information in Case 2. We further examine the results of Case Results above convinced our assumption that the image factor is a strong indicator of block functions. We can conclude that using roles of images can significantly improve the accuracy of learning block functions, regardless of whether blocks are generated by VIPS or the Gestalt-based method.
Usefulness of Different Roles of Images
Features using different roles of images may have different capabilities of representing Web page blocks with various functions. Using Case 1 as the benchmark, we measure the usefulness of each role of images Roi (i=1, 2, ..., 11 and i*8) by eliminating its corresponding block feature NumRoi from the ImageFeatureSet used in Case 1. Rol to Roll each denotes one of the eleven image categories, as described in sub-section 3.2. Table 7 shows the accuracy of the comparative study, Table 4 and Table 6 , and there is another prominent increase from Case 4 to Case 5. Thus our assertions about the above three levels is confirmed.
Effect of Web Page Segmentation Method
We experiment on two Web page segmentation methods: VIPS and the Gestalt-based method. VIPS has proved better than previous methods [2] , while the Gestalt-based method has proved outperforming VIPS [15] . Their influence on learning block functions is evaluated by comparing the corresponding columns throughout Table 4-8. It is observed that: 1) the Gestalt-based method always achieves the higher accuracy; 2) except for the ADVERTISEMENT category, all precisions and Fmeasures from the Gestalt-based method are much higher than those from VIPS.
As a whole, classification results from the Gestaltbased method are better than those from VIPS. This indicates that it is less confusing to identify functions for blocks generated by the Gestalt-based method, which retroactively confirms that it does better in Web page segmentation.
Conclusions and Future Work
Different from previous researches, we regard image as a strong indicator of Web page blocks with various functions and propose to learn block functions using roles of images as part of block features. Our inspiring findings can benefit not only Web IR and Dada Mining tasks, but also Web page adaptation techniques.
The quality of Web page segmentation can affect the results of learning block functions to a large extent. We reviewed literature and use VIPS [2] and the Gestaltbased method [15] for segmentation. Roles of images are automatically assigned by image classification. We used the eleven-class scheme defined by Maekawa et al. [ 1] and partially adopt image features they proposed to assign a role for each image element in a block.
The dataset of the experiment is built from 140 Web pages. Results of the comparative study showed that image classification is accurate enough to obtain roles of images used as block features, and using roles of images can significantly improve the results of learning block functions. It is also demonstrated that the usefulness of different roles of images are greatly varied and that classification results from the Gestalt-based method are better than those from VIPS.
In the future, we will further testify our assertions on the usefulness of different roles of images. We also would like to develop applications taking advantages of this study, in which Web page adaptation for audio browsers will be stressed.
